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Welcome to Newsletter number 41!  As ever, please do feel free to contact us with 
your comments and views, Survivor Stories, Ask The Expert Questions, Lonely 
Hearts etc.  We love to hear from you!  Our contact details are on the back cover.   

If you are interested in playing an active role in helping to shape the future of Differ-
ent Strokes, you may wish to consider joining our board of trustees.  Sarah Welsh, 
chair of our board, has outlined the duties that are involved on page 6 and would be 
keen to hear from you if would like to discuss this in more detail.   

Our next conference will be taking place in Cambridge next year on Saturday 8 May 
2010—so please mark that date in your diary and more details will follow!   

Thanks to our many volunteers who have been raising valuable funds for us over the 
past few months—particular mentions go to Louise Pickton and Sara Curnock Cook  
featured on pages 3 to 5!  Our thanks and appreciation also go to all our many volun-
teers who have helped Different Strokes in so many ways throughout 2009, whether 
volunteering their time and skills, raising funds or helping to raise our profile and the 
profile of young stroke generally.  We rely heavily on your generosity and support!  If 
you would like to help in 2010, contact one of the team below for more information! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eileen Gambrell, Newsletter Editor 

PS Different Strokes Christmas cards are on sale now—buy from our online shop at         
http://www.differentstrokes.co.uk/shop or call the office on 0845 130 7172. Thanks. 

Lorraine Ayres 
Group Development  

 

Eileen Gambrell 
Services  

Jo Lewis 
Fundraising 

Jerry Johnson 
Finance 

Jodie Mickleburgh 
Increasing Access Project 

Debbie Wilson 
Chief Executive 

Richard Parlor 
Office Manager 

With best wishes for Christmas 
and 2010 from all the Different 

Strokes team! 
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Louise Pickton’s Peru Trek to raise funds 
for us in memory of her Grandad! 

“In June 2006 my Grandad passed away at the age 
of 73. He had his first stroke in his early 40s and 
suffered with 7 or 8 more through the last 30 years 
of his life.  After he passed away I wanted to do 
something amazing in his memory. I came across 
http://www.doitforcharity.com and scrolled through 
the overseas treks, only one stood out – Peru!! It 
looked fantastic. The mountains and blue skies and 
wonderful Inca trails and of course Machu Picchu; 
this is where I was going. 

And so the fundraising began. I had a few setbacks; a fashion show was cancelled due to 
unforeseen circumstances, but  I held a very successful 50’s Rock’n’Roll night, did some 
bag packing in my local supermarket and lots and lots of car boot sales, all in all raising just 
over £3000 for Different Strokes. All that was left to do now was the trek! 

FRIDAY 

On the 18th September I arrived at Heathrow airport where I met my fellow trekkers, 32 of us 
in total, along with Sally and Charlotte from Skyline and our doctor on the trek Jackie. Our 
first leg of the journey was to Madrid and then on a 12 hour flight to Lima. 

SATURDAY 

We arrived in Lima on the 19th September, not a bad flight, just one more to go and we 
would be in Cuzco.  We had a trip briefing and the rest of the afternoon was ours to explore. 
We wandered off into the square and found it really difficult to breathe. The air out there was 
so thin being approx 3700m above sea level. It was such an amazing place. The streets 
were so tidy with no litter anywhere in sight. We headed back to the hotel and had some 
coca tea which is meant to aid acclimatisation to the altitude. We had a good dinner and 
then an early night ready for the first day acclimatisation trek. 

SUNDAY 

Everyone was in good spirits today, ready for the day ahead.  We took a bus to the hills 
above Cuzco and stopped at Tambo Machay, an ancient Incan ruin, for the start of our trek. 
It was hard work just walking 100 yards. After lunch we walked to Saqsayhuaman 
(pronounced ‘sexy woman’), the huge and impressive Inca ruin on the outskirts of Cuzco. 
We learnt how this site had been destroyed first by the Spanish conquistadors, then by the 
locals who used the stones for buildings in Cuzco. Then it was time for our final descent 
back down to the main square. Our first day of trekking was over; it was hard work and gave 
us only a little taster of what was to come in the next few days. That evening we ventured 
out into the town to a local restaurant where we sampled a mixture of Peruvian and oriental 
dishes, and we had our first introduction to the local delicacy, guinea pig; nice! 

MONDAY 

So our first proper day trekking!  I was only 15 minutes into the trek before I had to stop. It 
was so difficult to breathe. Doc checked me over and said my resting heart rate was 120…
whoa!  Doc advised me to go back with the bus and meet everyone at lunch.  Upon arriving 
at the lunch site the weather drastically changed. It started raining, and then hail stones 
which then turned into snow. After waiting for what seemed like hours I spotted everyone  
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walking into camp. They all had on their waterproofs and looked very cold but pleased to 
have finished the first day. After lunch we got back on the bus to head for our first night in a 
tent. The weather was really bad. The roads were getting slippery. Then the bus got stuck 
on a bend and started to slip back to the cliff edge with everyone still on it!  After about 2 
hours of trying to rescue the bus it finally managed to make it round the treacherous bend.   

TUESDAY 

We were woken at 4:45am with a cup of coca tea and a bowl of warm water for washing. 
After a good breakfast of porridge made with quinoa oats, we did our stretches and set off at 
6:15am. As we began our trek the weather was really good and we enjoyed the views as we 
began climbing up to 4400m. Every breath and every step was a huge struggle at this alti-
tude. It seemed to take forever to get to the top; probably because most were taking 10 
steps and then having to stop for a rest. When everyone reached the top a few shed some 
tears – partly due to the sheer effort of the climb and partly due to the amazing views that 
stretched before us; a series of lakes far below us and snow capped mountains in the dis-
tance. The trip down to the lunch camp was much easier as our breathing became easier, 
and took only an hour and a half. By lunchtime some people were suffering and had decided 
that they would take the bus to camp, but the rest of us set off again walking this time on a 
relatively flat path. It was getting late and we needed to reach camp before dark.  As we 
arrived to camp we were greeted with big hugs from the rest of the group. 

WEDNESDAY 

This was a very emotional day for everyone. The ascent was gradual compared to the day 
before, although still as difficult. About halfway through the trek it got too much of a struggle 
and I was put on a horse, along with a fellow trekker, and taken to the 4600m pass. Shortly 
afterwards, one of the guides joined us and we waited together with the Rocky theme tune 
playing on his portable radio. When everyone else heard this they seemed to have that final 
push to join us at the top.  Everyone was hugging and crying; we had made it to the highest 
point of our trek. What a fantastic achievement!  After lunch we were invited to meet a local 
family who lived with the bare minimum.  There was only one room in the house with the 
kitchen area down one end and the sleeping area down the other end. There were also sev-
eral guinea pigs running around.  As we then continued on the last of our trek to reach our 
final night’s camp site, the distance between the trekkers in the group was getting bigger. I 
put my Ipod on and was soon catching up with the guide at the front of the group; this was 
the best I had felt throughout the entire trek. Listening to music seemed to spur me on! 

THURSDAY 

After saying our goodbyes to the porters we got on our buses and headed to Ollantaytambo 
to catch the train to Machu Picchu. Nothing could prepare us for this amazing and absolutely 
breathtaking site. I had seen some photos before going on the trek but none of them did 
justice to the sheer scale and beauty of this site.  Photos were taken of everyone in our 
charity T-shirts and we were then free to explore on our own or join a guide for a tour of the 
site. My friend and I opted to explore on our own as it was such a hot day. We headed back 
into town where we settled in our hostel for the night and had our first shower in 3 days. Af-
ter dinner everyone went out to a local club to celebrate our achievement. 

FRIDAY 

We were allowed a little lie in this morning as we were travelling back to Cuzco for our last 
night. We arrived back to our hotel around lunchtime and had the chance to do some shop-
ping for souvenirs to take back home. That evening was our celebration meal where Sally 
and Charlotte handed out everyone’s certificates and congratulated everyone again for such  
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a fantastic trip. After dinner most went on for more drinks and dancing and the rest returned to 
the hotel to get some sleep before their return journey to the UK.  It was such a brilliant journey 
to make with such brilliant people, a once in a lifetime trip.” 

Louise Pickton 
 

On September 19th, Princess Sara Silvertoes 
presented a music extravaganza at Bush Hall in 
London to raise funds for Different Strokes ... 

It was a balmy September evening – the promised Indian 
summer had arrived – and we were anticipating a night of 
"merry rock and roll mayhem" (as promised on the posters) 
in what we quickly recognised was one of the most interest-
ing and lovely venues in London. 

Built in 1904 as a dance hall, Bush Hall has since served 
as a soup kitchen, bingo hall, amusement arcade, re-
hearsal space, snooker club and late-night drinking den.  

On 19 September 2009 it was a dance hall again.  The trend for great live music had been re-
established by the likes of Lily Allen, Boy George and The Killers, 
whose pictures were all round the bar, so "Thanks for the warm 
up!" 

First up were Creak, and it was just as if the last 30 years hadn't 
existed – you remember The Who, The Beatles, The Stones, 
Cream?  So do they!  And they're supremely talented so sang and 

played while we bopped around feeling 
nostalgic! 

A stroke of genius from Sara (of whom 
more later) gave us a complete change of 
mood with the fantastically talented (18-year-old!) Richard Evans play-
ing jazz piano.  We were enthralled. 

And then Allie Catz – I think we'd moved on a decade (or 2) from 
Creak, but once again Bush Hall returned to its roots and we danced. 

We offer huge thanks to the event organiser, Sara Curnock Cook, who 
wanted to raise funds for Different Strokes (and raised a fabulous 
£702.50) because of the help we had given her and her brother follow-
ing his stroke.  Because Sara had done such a wonderful job, there 
was no mayhem – just a wonderful evening in the company of friends 
and exceptionally talented and extremely generous musicians. 

By the time Allie Catz came back for an encore and gave us the Scissor Sisters "Take Your 
Mama" Sara was already thinking about next year and improvements she could make.  Go for it 
Sara – The Only Way Is Up! 

Our huge thanks to Louise Pickton and to Sara Curnock Cook and co for their fantastic fundrais-
ing efforts!  If you would like to raise funds for Different Strokes, there are many diverse and fun 
ways to get involved.  Contact Jo at the office ... and next time we could be featuring you! 

Creak 

Richard Evans 

Allie Catz  - © Sue Bruce 

Different Strokes
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BOOK REVIEW 

Managing Stress for Carers by  

Dr Ann Edworthy   
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Are you interested in helping  
Different Strokes in a new way? 
 

I am the Chair of the Trustee Board and we are looking 
for some new Trustees to help guide Different Strokes 
in meeting the needs of younger stroke survivors. 

Q: What is a Trustee? 
The Trustees help the organisation face risks, meet 
challenges and, above all, plan for the future. 
It’s a really important role and the Trustees are ulti-

mately accountable for Different Strokes. 
Q: What are Trustees expected to do? 
We meet once a quarter in London, usually on a Monday evening. 
In between meetings we are usually in email contact to discuss decisions that need 
to be made such as approving the budget or agreeing a staff policy. 
Once a year we meet for a whole day, usually with the staff, and consider how suc-
cessful Different Strokes is being in meeting its goals and how we can improve 
things. 
Ideally trustees come along to the Different Strokes annual conference (on a Satur-
day) to which over 100 stroke survivors, their carers and others come along. 
Q: How many trustees are there? 
At the moment there are 7 trustees but we can have more. 
Q: Do Trustees need any special skills? 
Trustees need to be committed to Different Strokes aims. 
Trustees need to have some time to give the organisation, not just coming to the 
Board meetings but taking an active role in helping to lead the organisation. 
A majority of the Trustees need to be stroke survivors. (I am one myself). 
Specific skills such as financial, legal or fundraising are really helpful but enthusi-
asm and a desire to help are more crucial. 
Be able to work as part of a team working together to achieve the best for Different 
Strokes. 
Q: What do trustees get out of it? 
You don’t get paid but can claim travel expenses. 
Feeling that you are part of a team making a difference for a worthwhile cause.  
Useful experience that may help in the workplace. 
Q: How can I find out more? 
Leave your contact details with Head Office and say you are interested finding out  
more about being a Trustee. 
I will contact you. 

Sarah Welsh, Chair of Trustees 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Managing Stress for Carers by  

Dr Ann Edworthy   

Available free of charge to parents from Cerebra—a charity set up to 
help improve the lives of children under 16 years with brain related 
conditions 

This book is intended for any parents dealing with the pressures of caring for a dis-
abled child.  Filled with practical tips that are easy to understand, it aims to show par-
ents how they can deal with stress before they experience “burn out”. 

“I was so impressed by the book—wow!!!  The book was so helpful and it was amazing to 
read about other parents who are going through the same thing. We all seem to be in the 
same boat!  I really wish I had had this book when we came home from hospital as it would 
have been extremely valuable to our family.  Even finding out about the help line was amaz-
ing—my God we could have really done with that sooner!  We didn’t even know that we 
were entitled to Carers Allowance...15 months later I have now applied!  This book is a total 
bible and should be given to every family!” 

Review by Soniya Mundy, mum to Kray who had an AVM at the age of 11 
 

Cerebra has a number of Parent Support services which include: 
 

1. A grant scheme which may be able to help fund items such as computers, specialist 
car seats, harnesses, buggies/wheelchairs, hoists, trampolines.  Services such as con-
ductive education/ therapy, music therapy, hydrotherapy, riding for the disabled and 
outdoor activity centres may also be included 

2. A step-by-step guide to help with claiming Disability Living Allowance (DLA) for chil-
dren under 16 with brain related conditions. 

3. A Personal Portfolio service - sometimes called a passport, this is a colourful, reader-
friendly book designed to help a child with communication problems tell others about 
themselves. It is useful when going for respite, having hospital visits, starting a new 
school, and meeting people for the first time.   

 
 

Visit http://www.cerebra.org.uk for more information or contact 0800 328 1159. 

*** DON’T MISS THE 2010 DIFFERENT STROKES CONFERENCE ***  

SATURDAY 8TH MAY 2010 

David Rainer Building, Scotsdale Nursery & Garden Centre 
120 Cambridge Road, Great Shelford, Cambridge CB22 5JT 

(more details to follow ...) 

Different Strokes
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Cognitive Problems following Stroke 
 

‘All patients with cerebrovascular disease are at risk of cognitive 
loss and some cognitive loss is probably present in almost all 
patients’ 

This statement from the 3rd edition  of the Royal College of Physicians 
(RCP), Intercollegiate Stroke Working Party National Clinical Guidelines for Stroke 
(2008), makes it very clear that cognitive problems can be expected following 
stroke.  

So if you are experiencing them, you are not alone!  
 

Why do cognitive problems occur? 
Stroke kills brain cells and the connections between them. It can also alter the 
chemical messengers within the brain. This is why you can experience changes in 
your physical, cognitive, language and emotional functions. People respond in dif-
ferent ways to neurological injury, but there are some cognitive problems that are 
typically associated with stroke. These include, feeling overloaded with information 
much more quickly, and problems with concentration and dealing with multiple 
things simultaneously. As a result, your brain has to work much harder to deal with 
the common everyday cognitive demands. This can result in memory problems, 
fatigue, anxiety and frustration. 
 

What can be done? 
There are 4 approaches to the treatment of cognitive difficulties: 

Education 

Process Training 

Strategy Training 

Functional Activities Training 
 

It is important to use all 4 approaches in order to maximise the benefit, as they 
work in a synergistic manner i.e. used together they achieve more than used indi-
vidually. 
 

Education. Find out as much as you can about your particular cognitive prob-
lems and how the brain works. Try to become the world’s expert on your own  

When you have finished with your newsletter, why not take it to your GP    
surgery or hospital waiting room for someone else to read!   

Help increase awareness of stroke! 
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particular problems. The internet is a good resource for this. But also make use of 
any professional networks you have access to, such as Different Strokes. 
 

Process Training. This involves trying to help the brain re-route information via 
non damaged pathways – a process known as plasticity. It requires lots of practice 
on appropriate tasks to stimulate neuronal reorganisation. It is not simply about 
keeping stimulated (although this has benefits), but more to do with targeting spe-
cific skill problems. A good resource for this is the Brainwave-R material, which can 
be found on www.braintreetraining.co.uk . It is not always possible to re-route infor-
mation because it is dependent upon the amount of damaged pathways and the 
particular function you are trying to retrain. However, it is always worth including 
this aspect of cognitive rehabilitation. 
 

Strategy Training. Strategies are all about helping you to function, despite the 
problem. You learn new ways of achieving the same end result. If it is not possible 
to overcome the problems through process training, it is essential that you learn to 
compensate, but everyone can benefit from developing and applying strategies. 
They make your life easier. An example would be keeping more structured ‘to do’ 
lists now, when in the past you never needed to use them. You should not see this 
as a weakness, but as a necessary method of managing your problems. Over time 
the new strategy will become so much a part of you that you will not feel it is an 
effort or intrusive – it is just the way you do things. 
 

Functional Activities Training. It is essential to put the other 3 components of 
cognitive rehabilitation into practice in your everyday life. So apply what you have 
learned and take the opportunity in everyday life situations to exercise your cogni-
tive skills and apply the strategies that work for you. 
 

Conclusion 
 

It is possible to improve your cognitive functions, but it will take some work. The 4 
approaches above will ensure that you are maximising your opportunities for cogni-
tive improvement. Further resources to help you can be found on 
www.braintreetraining.co.uk 
 

Kit Malia BEd MPhil CPCRT 
Brain Tree Training 
enquiries@braintreetraining.co.uk   
 

How do you cope with cognitive problems on a day to day practical level?  Do you 
make lists, carry a diary or notebook with you, etc?  Use the message board at 
our website: http://www.differentstrokes.co.uk and at our Facebook group to 
share tips and coping strategies with other members. 

Different Strokes
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Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover 

Pankaj Sharma 
Neurologist / Stroke Expert
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Hi there, I had my stroke on 15/1/09.  I am up using a stick, my 
arm is still very weak - using Saeboflex.  I came out of rehab on 
May 20th, but have gone back in. Some people have told me that 
it takes the brain a year to start to heal and that they felt better 
after a year.  Is this fact or fiction?  Thanks.   
 

Historically, it was believed that once the brain was damaged, it 
could not be healed. Research over the last 25 years has shown 

that the undamaged parts of the brain can learn how to do the 
functions that the damaged part can no longer perform.  

Immediately following a stroke the whole brain can be in shock, so even the unaf-
fected side can appear weak. There is also swelling around the damaged area. This 
swelling interferes with the functioning of the neighbouring brain centres and exag-
gerates the initial effects of the stroke. Much of the early recovery following a stroke 
is the brain coming out of shock (few days), and the swelling reducing (few days to a 
few months).  

Thereafter, recovery involves the undamaged part of the brain in learning how to 
perform the tasks that the damaged area used to do.  This learning process can go 
on for many years after the stroke. Depending on the severity of the stroke, many 
people “feel better” after a year, for others it may be quicker, but for some much 
longer.  

I have seen progress in stroke survivors 5 or 10 years after their stroke. Exercising, 
whether as part of a Different Strokes exercise class, or using a device such as the 
Saeboflex has a vital part to play in recovery. 
 

I had my stroke 4 years ago, aged 38.  I have been given    
statins to reduce my cholesterol.  Will I need to keep taking 
them for the rest of my life?  

For someone who has had a stroke before, it is important to mini-
mize the risk of further strokes. The strategies to minimize risk of 
further strokes are life long and include lifestyle changes and 
medications.  It is important to incorporate all strategies together 
for maximum benefit.  

 

So statins which help reduce your cholesterol form just one impor-
tant aspect of this and should be taken for life. Other important strategies which work 
alongside statins are: keeping blood pressure under control (usually with blood pres-
sure tablets), keeping the blood thin by taking medications called antiplatelets or anti-
coagulants depending on the patient, type of stroke and whether other medical condi-
tions are present.  
These medications have a proven record for saving lives, and are usually taken with  

Wajid Qureshi 
Pharmacist 

Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover 

Jon Graham 
Physiotherapist 
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Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover 

 

no problems. However, if there are any problems with your medications or you are 
experiencing some side effects which are difficult to bear, you should tell your doctor. 
There are usually many alternatives and your doctor may decide to try you on a differ-
ent medication which may work well for you.  Again, these medications work  
alongside other important strategies for maximum benefit, i.e. having a healthy bal-
anced diet (low saturated fat),  five portions of fruit a day, including fish in your diet if 
you can, keeping active where possible, maintaining a healthy weight, and stopping 
smoking. All these together should minimize the risk of further strokes and help you 
lead a healthy life as possible.  
 

Is it more likely for a person to suffer further strokes after 
having one? What is the likelihood? I had an Ischemic stroke 
2 years ago. I had stopped smoking 3 years prior to having 
the stroke and I was not overweight. I have not drunk alcohol 
since I was approximately 22 years of age. I am now 54 years 
old. My father had a slight stroke when around 50 years of 
age, but no other close family members have suffered one. I 
am now taking aspirin and cholesterol tablets. I have a visual 

field problem, my balance is affected and my memory is 
poor. 

I am sorry to hear about your stroke. I'm delighted to hear that you stopped smoking 
(even though it was before your stroke) and by doing so you have considerably re-
duced your chances of a vascular disease affecting your heart, brain or other organ 
(not to mention risk of cancer).  Anyone that has had a stroke is at a higher risk of 
having further strokes. That risk is greatest in the first month and reduces thereafter 
but continues to be slightly higher compared to the general population. The fact that 
there is a family history of stroke may also increase slightly the chance of a stroke. 
However, much more important is the fact that you take aspirin and anti-cholesterol 
tablets. Each of these measures reduces your chances of a stroke by around 25%.  
Maintaining a good BP is also critically important to reducing your chances of being at 
risk and your GP can advise you on taking antihypertensive medication (even if you 
do not suffer from high BP). 
 

We are pleased to announce that a Life Coach will be joining our “Ask The Expert” 
panel for future editions of the newsletter.  She is able to offer support to patients and 
to carers, suggesting ways to move your life forward using life coaching tips and re-
laxation therapies. 

Please note that while our panel endeavours to give the best advice based on info 
provided, it is always advisable to have a face-to-face consultation with a practi-

tioner about any health issue that concerns you. Comments expressed are general 
in nature & are not intended to provide specific advice. 

Pankaj Sharma 
Neurologist / Stroke Expert 

Different Strokes
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Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover E

Jon Graham 
Physiotherapist 
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Different Strokes is collaborating on an Information Project 
with the Brain & Spine Foundation.  We have copies in the 
office of the following fact sheets and booklets that are avail-
able free of charge to stroke survivors & carers: 
 

Brain and Spine Scans 
Craniotomy 
Subarachnoid Haemorrhage 
Epilepsy 
Coiling of Brain Aneurysms 
Angiogram of the Brain 
Dizziness and Balance 
Vestibular Rehabilitation Exercises 

 

If you would like to receive a copy of any of these fact sheets or booklets, 
please email info@differentstrokes.co.uk or call us on 0845 130 7172 or 
01908 317618.  If you have a medical enquiry and wish to speak in confi-
dence to a neurological nurse, call the Brain & Spine helpline on 0808 808 
1000. 
 

Nintendo WiiFit and Vitalyz Ltd 
Nintendo advertises how the Wii Fit can change how you 
exercise, how you balance and even how you move.  
Players stand on the balance board for the machine to 
analyse their stance, weight etc. and calculate a Wii Fit ‘age’. Each player inputs a personal 
profile for their Wii Fit character (Mii) and the machine records all their workouts for up to 1 
year.  
The board ‘reads’ users reallife body movements and portrays them as images on the TV 
screen which is both realistic and fun. 

Q) But what about people who are unable to stand? 
A) Chair-bound/less-able people like to be active too!  Vitalyz Ltd has 
discovered how chair-based persons can use the Wii Fit! 
With a view to encouraging less-able people to try technology, Vitalyz Ltd has produced a 
comprehensive set of instructions to calibrate the balance board so it is ‘hyper’ sensitive.  This 
way, when players gently shift their body weight to apply slight pressure through their feet, 
they can experience similar beneficial outcomes.  
 
Contact Tony Duke at Vitalyz Ltd on 023 9235 8285 or at tony@vitalyz.co.uk for more info. 
Website: www.vitalyz.com.    

Help save our postage costs by receiving your newsletter by email—send your contact 
details to newsletter@differentstrokes.co.uk and we’ll add you to our e-mailing list!   
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HOW TO LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE 
Heart and circulatory diseases are part of the same family.  If someone has had a stroke 
due to heart or circulatory diseases, they are usually therefore at increased risk of further 
heart and circulatory events (heart attack and strokes). 

High blood pressure is a known risk factor for heart disease and stroke.  Somebody who 
has had a stroke should have a BP of 130/80mmHg or less.  African Caribbean people have 
a higher risk of high blood pressure and stroke than other people in the UK, so should 
make sure that they have their blood pressure checked regularly. 

A salty diet, smoking, low physical activity levels and excess weight can all raise blood 
pressure.  If yours is high, you can start lowering it today. 

DIET 

One of the simplest ways to help keep your blood pressure down is to eat less salt. 

How much is too much? 

An adult should eat no more than 6g of salt a day, but most of us eat much more.  Roughly 75% 
of the salt we eat is in processed foods like bread, biscuits and breakfast cereals, and in ready 
meals or takeaways. We also add some salt while cooking or at the table. 

Read food labels to see if a food is low, medium or high in salt: 

0.30g salt or less per 100g of food - Low – A healthier choice 

0.31-1.5g salt per 100g of food - Medium – OK most of the time 

1.5g salt or more per 100g of food - High – Just occasionally 
 

Some labels show sodium rather than salt content. 1g of sodium is equivalent to 2.5g of salt. If the 
label does not give the salt or sodium content, look at the ingredients.  These are listed in de-
scending order by weight, so choose foods with salt or sodium or salty ingredients near the end. 
 

Stop adding salt when cooking and eating and instead use herbs and spices, lemon juice, chillis 
and black pepper all of which can add flavour without adding salt.  Look out for low-salt cook-
books, or low-salt recipes on the internet. Your taste buds will adjust and you will start to enjoy 
food with less salt. 

Eating more fruit and vegetables as part of a balanced healthy diet can help to lower blood 
pressure. 

Eat at least 5 portions a day 

A portion is 80 grams, roughly a handful of fresh fruit or vegetables.  See http://www.5aday.nhs.uk 
for more healthy tips.  Fruit and vegetables are full of vitamins, minerals and fibre, which help 
keep your body in good condition. They also contain potassium, which counteracts the effects of  
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HOW TO LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE 
salt, and potassium in fruit and vegetables could help to lower blood pressure.Pulses like beans 
and lentils, fruit juice and vegetable juice all count towards your five a day but each only counts 
as one portion however much you eat. 

Too much alcohol can raise blood pressure over time, and also contains a lot of calories 
which can  make you overweight – another risk factor for high blood pressure.  The recommenda-
tion for daily maximum alcohol per day is between 2-3 units for women and 3-4 units for men. 
Any day you have more than this is binge drinking. 

A diet that is low in fat and in particular saturated fat can help you maintain a healthy weight 
and keep cholesterol levels from becoming too high.  Saturated fats can raise cholesterol levels 
in the blood and high cholesterol can increase your risk of heart disease and stroke, so if you 
have high blood pressure, another risk factor, it is very important to keep cholesterol levels lower.  
If you have had a stroke, you may also have been prescribed statins which work to reduce the 
amount of cholesterol in the body (see pp 10-11 for more info).  

Avoid eating saturated fat, found in fatty cuts and skin of  meat and poultry, butter, cheese, 
cream. palm oil, coconut and ghee. In contrast, polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fats, found 
in olive oil, rapeseed oil and sunflower oil, can help to lower cholesterol levels, oily fish is also 
high in Omega 3 oils. However you will still gain weight if you eat too much of any fat.  

Many foods have the Food Standards Agency’s red, amber and green ‘traffic lights’ on their pack-
aging. This shows whether they are high, medium or low in saturated fat, salt and added sugars. 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

Regular physical activity (30 minutes, 5 days a week) can help you to lower blood pressure, and 
keep to a healthy weight. Physical activity causes blood pressure to rise for a short time, but 
when you stop it should soon return to normal.  

To be safe always get advice from your doctor or nurse before you start any new physical 
activity.  Most people with high blood pressure should be able to increase their physical activity 
levels safely but your doctor or nurse may prefer to lower it with medicines before you start exer-
cising.  

You should aim to be moderately active for 30 minutes, five days a week. Moderate activity 
should make you feel warmer and breathe harder, but should not be so intense that you can't talk 
without panting. 

Some people find it difficult to build activity time into their day, or to keep active for 30 minutes at 
a time.  Set yourself small goals by starting with two 15-minute or three 10-minute sessions. This 
will build up your strength and help you get used to your new  activity. You can aim for the full 30 
minutes over a few weeks. 

Different Strokes
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HOW TO LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE continued from p.15 
The main thing is to enjoy being active.  If it feels like a punishment, then you’re less 
likely to keep it up. Find something you like doing, and try and build it into your daily 
life, like just walking briskly to the train or bus stop for 10 minutes, or such as swim-
ming, walking the dog, dancing or cycling, and you’ll soon see the benefits.  If you have 
mobility problems, look for seat based exercise classes at your local fitness centre – 
see also http://www.vitalyz.com for seat-based exercise DVDs. 
 

WEIGHT 

Reduce blood pressure by being a healthy weight 

Maintaining a healthy weight is a very important way to keep your heart and blood ves-
sels healthy.  It is important to notice what shape you are, if you are an apple shape 
and store fat around your abdomen then you are more at risk of developing Type 2 
diabetes. Your doctor or nurse will be able to tell you if you are overweight or have an 
increased waist circumference.   

The best way to keep your weight down is to make small, permanent changes to your 
eating habits and activity levels. It is more about making your lifestyle healthier in the 
long term, rather than ‘going on a diet’ for a short period of time. 

Calories in food and drink give you the energy you need. If you take in more than you 
use, your body will store the extra energy as fat. And, if you take in fewer calories than 
your body needs, it will burn fat to make up the difference. But being very underweight 
is not good for you either. Talk to your doctor or practice nurse who will be able to tell 
you what is a healthy weight range for you. 

Increase your activity level to increase your energy use, and eat fewer calories to re-
duce the amount of energy you take in. This combination is by far the most sensible 
and successful way to lose weight. 

 

    

   More info is available on the        
   British Heart Foundation website:  
   bhf.org.uk or via the   
   Heart HelpLine: 0300 330 3311      
   (Mon to Fri 9am-6pm) 

 
   Different Strokes thanks the British Heart Foundation  
         for its assistance with this article. 
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Calling all volunteers ... Would you like to take part in research? 
 

The Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuro-imaging, UCL is looking for volunteers 
to take part in a research study looking at how the brain recovers language func-
tion after stroke. The study aims to better understand the relationship between 
type and location of brain damage from stroke and language skills following 

stroke. This should make it possible to provide stroke patients in the future with 
more accurate information about how they are likely to re-gain language skills over time.  

Different Strokes member Tess Lancashire who had a stroke in 1989 believes the project will 
provide hope for some aphasic people “I took part in the study because aphasia is our lan-
guage and communication is vital – everyone is different but to go forwards is important.” 

Says Professor Price who leads the project “We hope to gather enough information to be 
able to provide some stroke patients with predictions about how their language will improve. 
We are extremely grateful to volunteers like Tess who are willing to give up their time to help 
us achieve this.” 

Anyone who has had a stroke and is interested in taking part in the project should contact 
Louise Ambridge or Matthew Lawrence on 020 7833 7455 or 07984 111 584 or 585 or e-mail 
stroke@fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk. Participants must be happy to travel to London, transport costs are 
provided. Participants will be offered a CD of their brain images and can request feedback on 
language assessment results. www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk 

 

An opportunity for carers to share their views ... 
Do you spend several hours a day caring for an adult aged between 
18-65 years old who has had a stroke?   

Would you like to influence change in services that allow carers to take a break?     
 

If the answer to both of these questions is "yes" then a team at King's College London would 
love to hear from you.  It has been commissioned by the Department of Health to find out 
about carers need for and experience of replacement care services (also known as respite 
care). The team would like carers to complete a survey to help them do this. If you are inter-
ested further details are available on the internet at: http://www.kcl.ac.uk/schools/medicine/
depts/palliative/arp/eval/carers.html  
 

Alternatively please contact David Williams on 020 7848 5418 or at kclcarestudy@kcl.ac.uk 
or write to: 
Freepost RRLJ-JXEA-HYAS,  
LTNC Care Study,  
King’s College London 
Palliative Care, Policy, and Rehabilitation,  
Weston Education Centre,  
Cutcombe Road,  
London, SE5 9RJ 

Contact the Different Strokes 
office on 0845 130 7172 or at 
info:differentstrokes.co.uk to 
request a copy of our booklet for 
carers: “Caring After Stroke” 

Different Strokes
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An update on how Different Strokes is working 
with The ARNI Trust ... 
My name is Stephen Wilson and I am a Different Strokes exercise in-
structor in Colchester. I started with the group in May this year and I 
have found the experience very rewarding. Though I have a lot of experi-
ence of leading exercise classes, the needs of the people in the group 
provided me with a new challenge. The material I was given by Lorraine 
Ayres gave me a good starting point as to  how to structure the class. 

She also put me in contact with Dr Tom Balchin of the ARNI Trust.  

Tom is an inspirational figure who has come up with a comprehensive stroke rehabilitation 
programme based on years of experience combined with the latest research. I spent 2 days  
in June  training with him and 2 ARNI instructors along with a stroke survivor. It really helped 
me understand the needs of the people in the Colchester group as well as giving me some 
tools to make a real difference to their lives. 

The group in Colchester has a large mix of physical abilities and I find it challenging to meet 
the needs of everybody in it. As an instructor, my aim is to help improve people's general 
fitness as this helps reduce  risk factors for a further stroke and other cardiovascular dis-
eases. I also help improve mobility, flexibility, and strength.  

Exercise should also be functional, meaning it should directly affect the quality of everyday 
life. This is where my training with the ARNI Trust comes into its own. For example, some 
members of the group could not get up off the floor unaided, (and thought they never would 
be able to!) but now they can. This can give people more independence and confidence as 
they don't need to worry about what would happen if they fell over.  

The ARNI methods also get people to think about how they walk. A lot of the group swing 
their weaker leg out and to the front when walking which can lead to a decrease in balance. 
By swinging the leg inwards and to the front they naturally land in a more stable position. 
This, in turn, will reduce the risk of tripping, especially in hazardous conditions. 

I will be continuing my training with the ARNI Trust over the coming months, and look for-
ward to learning even more that will help me improve the quality of life for stroke survivors. I 
hope this will lead to me running more groups as well as being able to offer 1-2-1 sessions  
through my personal training business.  I would like to encourage all Different Strokes exer-
cise instructors to undertake at least some training with the ARNI Trust, as the rewards of 
seeing how people can improve over just a few weeks are priceless. 

For more info, contact Lorraine Ayres in the Different Strokes office (contact details on p 19) 

The Disabled Persons Railcard ... allows you—and one adult travelling with 
you—to get 1/3 off most rail fares in Britian.  It costs £18 for a one-year card.  

See http://www.disabledpersons-railcard.co.uk or call 0845 605 0525.  
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How to Help!  We know that finances are stretched tighter than ever at the 

moment but there are ways to help that cost nothing ... we have included a freepost 
envelope within this newsletter for recycling mobile phones & toner cartridges, 
thanks to those of you already doing this!  Why not get friends and work colleagues 
involved too?  We have also included a flyer with many more ideas!  

WE NEED YOU – PLEASE HELP! 

Different Strokes would like to increase the number of exercise 
classes it offers to enable as many young stroke survivors as       
possible to have access to rehabilitation and support.   

At present we have approximately 40 Different Strokes volun-
teer groups throughout the UK who provide an exercise class 
and social and emotional support for young stroke survivors.  
These groups are run by stroke survivors for stroke survivors 

and currently provide an extremely valuable service where there is little alternative 
provision available.   

We often receive calls from young stroke survivors where currently we cannot pro-
vide them with the support they need because they do not live in a town or city 
where there is a Different Strokes group available.   

So we are looking for volunteers (preferably stroke survivors or their carers) to run 
groups in larger towns and cities where currently we do not have a group. This is a 
rewarding role, and will give you an opportunity not only to help other people who 
have experienced the devastating effects of stroke but also to improve current provi-
sions for stroke survivors for rehabilitation and support.   

If you think you may be interested in starting up a group with our support and live 
near or in any of the following places we would love to hear from you: 

Basingstoke; Bedford; Belfast; Boston; Bradford; Canterbury; Cardiff; Carlisle; Car-
marthen; Chatham; Chester; Coventry; Crewe; Cornwall; Doncaster; Dundee; Edin-
burgh; Exeter; Gloucester Grimsby; Halifax; Harrogate; Harlow; Hemel Hempstead; 
Hereford; Huddersfield; Inverness; Ipswich; Hull; Leamington Spa; Leicester; Lincoln; 
Liverpool; London (West and South West); Maidstone; Nottingham; Oxford; Peter-
borough; Scunthorpe; Sheffield; Shrewsbury; Stafford; Stevenage; Stoke on Trent; 
Stratford Upon Avon; Telford; Tonbridge; Welwyn Garden City; Wolverhampton; 
Worcester; York. 

We would also like to talk to you if you are interested in organising a Different 
Strokes group in an area which is not mentioned.  

Please contact Lorraine Ayres our Group Development Manager on 0845 130 7172 
or 01908 317618 or email lorraine@differentstrokes.co.uk for further information  

Different Strokes
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Meet our Volunteer – Peter Shave 

After I had my stroke in 1998 it was obvious that I 
would not be able to return to my former employment 
as a sales representative for an electronics distribu-
tion company as the main part of the job was talking 
to and meeting with customers in person.   

Once I had succeeded in retaking my driving test at 
the Oxford centre and on the road again, I was eager 

to get back to some sort of regular work.  My wife, Jo, telephoned Different Strokes 
to enquire about volunteering and then I sent them my CV.  I was fortunate to be 
offered a chance to help out in the office and started at the Watford office in 2001. 

This has turned out to be my longest period of work.  I consider it keeps one, namely 
me, off the street, for two days a week, rather than sitting at home.  When I first 
started working for Different Strokes my speech was minimal as I was suffering from 
severe Aphasia.  By the time our whole organisation moved to Milton Keynes in 
2003, my speech was vastly improved and I was able to take part in answering the 
helpline, especially calls from aphasic stroke survivors.  My speech is still continuing 
to improve all the time, even now, years later and I am sure that this has been 
greatly helped by my interaction in the office.  My other duties in the office are main-
taining the database, updating the mailing list and being involved in the distribution 
of the newsletter; I am also heavily employed in making tea and coffee! 

As well as helping and supporting stroke survivors we, in the office, are a good sup-
port to each other and this certainly speeds up our rehabilitation. 

Would you like to become a Different Strokes volunteer? 
There are opportunities all over the UK—log on to www.differentstrokes.co.uk/jobs          

or ring 01908 317618 or 0845 130 7172 to find out more.  

 

Stroke Weekend
15th-18th January 2010
holidaytours@bondhotel.co.uk
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Calling all stroke patient/carer representatives! 
 

Do you volunteer as a patient or carer representative for stroke? Do you attend NHS meet-
ings or reply to surveys sent out by your local hospital? If so then The Stroke Association’s 
new project may be of interest. It aims to empower stroke survivors and carers to posi-
tively influence policy and the provision of stroke services locally across England.   

What is it? 

Many volunteers give up their time to advise health services on how they can improve 
stroke services. Patient and carer representatives provide the NHS with vital information 
and without them stroke services would not reflect the real problems people face. This 
project will find out what these important people are doing and their experience and then 
offer support. 

Why? 

Patient and carer engagement around England is patchy. Some areas may be weak at 
recruiting representatives whilst others may not use them effectively. We want to ensure 
that new methods are used to recruit different types of people with different experiences of 
stroke care and for those people to be properly supported. By the end of the project more 
NHS organisations should be using stroke patients and carers effectively. 

What will the main activities be? 

Firstly a survey of existing and potential patient and carer representatives to look at where 
gaps are and what works well. Then next year three regional events and an online forum 
will be organised for patient/carer representatives to share their experiences. Finally, we 
will produce a guide for patient/carer representatives.  

Anything else? 

The project aims to break down certain myths. We want to demonstrate that this kind of 
work can be fulfilling, empowering and give influence over important decisions. It can also 
be undertaken by younger stroke survivors or their carers and by those with aphasia if the 
NHS body is flexible about how it consults. 

How can I get involved? 

We are undertaking a survey to find out more. If you attend NHS meetings about stroke 
and would like to help, please email campaigns@stroke.org.uk or telephone The Stroke 
Association’s Campaigns Team on 020 7566 1510. 

Different Strokes

15th-18th January 2010
Call 01253 403428

15th 18th J 2010
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Jerry Johnson – My Story ... 
Stroke May 2006, aged 40 

In 1963 my English parents moved to Australia to run a children’s 
home;  I was born in there in 1965, living with my family in NSW and 
Tasmania.   At the age of six years, I was diagnosed with a congenital 
heart murmur which meant that I would need to be monitored regularly. 

When I was 8 years old we moved back to the UK where my family 
lived in a variety of different rented houses;  in London, Portsmouth, 

Portishead and Northampton.   We settled in Northampton when I was 13 years old where I 
attended a very ordinary secondary school and achieved 5 ‘O’ levels in 1982. 

When I was 20 something I started work at a Music and Publishing Company and in the 
same year I married my lovely wife Becks.  I was a Music Tour Manager for a band, travel-
ling overseas two months of the year to Europe and America. 

It was during one of the routine annual checks of my heart, that it was discovered that my 
heart condition was worsening and during a consultation at the John Radcliffe hospital, it 
was suggested that I have a valve replacement.  I was given the option of having a metal 
valve or a pig’s valve and in November 1995 I underwent an operation to have a metal aortic 
valve inserted.   On my return home I gradually returned to a more normal form of life and 
was put on the blood thinning agent, warfarin. 

In 1996 work was dull, and I became a student at Northampton University, where I gained a  
BA (Hons) in politics and philosophy whilst working part time at a small Finance company.   
In 1999, I studied for two years for an MA in political behaviour elections at Essex University. 

In 2002, I suffered a minor stroke which resulted in my eyes being affected. 

During the next few years I went to Manchester University to do social research and statis-
tics and from then on had various roles, including a Lecturer and Researcher, at Northamp-
ton, London and Manchester universities. 

I spent a great deal of time travelling on the train reading and writing; it was on one of these 
occasions away that I left my tablets in a hotel room and, as a consequence, suffered a 
stroke. 

It was one day in May 2006 when I was on my way to work. I met a colleague but as I went 
to say “hello” to him and nothing came out of my mouth.   It soon became apparent there 
was something very wrong and he called 999. 

I was taken to Northampton General Hospital where I had a brain scan and it was discov-
ered that I had suffered a stroke, which, this time, left me with a slight numbness on the right 
side of my body.  I spent most of the first week sleeping and when I was well enough to ac-
cept visitors I found that, although I knew their faces, I could not recall their names.  As an-
other week passed, I managed to say “Emma” (my daughter’s name) albeit very slowly. 
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Welcome to our Lonely Hearts section 
“Dear Lonely Hearts ... 
 
LINK 102 
My name is Cathy. 
I am bubbly, blonde hair, blue eyes. 
Before I worked in catering, now I keep myself busy and also go 
to college.  Thank you. 
 
If you would like to make contact, please email links@differentstrokes.co.uk putting code 
102 in the subject bar, or write to Link Code 102 at the address below. 
 
LINK 103 
Attractive male, 42.  Stroke 25 years ago.   
Loves gardening, cinema, music, theatre. 
Would like to meet a female with similar likes. 
 
If you would like to make contact, please email links@differentstrokes.co.uk putting code 
103 in the subject bar, or write to Link Code 103, Different Strokes, 9 Canon Harnett 
Court, Wolverton Mill, Milton Keynes MK12 5NF. 
 
If you wish to place your own advertisement, please contact Jo on 0845 130 7172 or at 
jo@differentstrokes.co.uk or for more details. Placing an advert costs £10.  

During the four weeks I spent in hospital, each day I was given speech therapy and occupa-
tional therapy as my stroke had caused Broca’s aphasia which meant I could not speak or 
read. I also had cognitive problems.   I was affected physically a lack of feeling and the right 
side being slightly numb. 

Lots of appointments of Speech Therapy.  

For twelve months after my stroke I suffered with epileptic fits; tablets now keep this under 
control  and I have not had a fit for a eighteen months.   I still have regular checkups at the 
hospital Epilepsy Clinic. 

More and more helping as a volunteer - Different Strokes, Connect, Stroke Club, Cardiac 
and Stroke at Manchester and at East Midlands. 

Since then I have been gradually getting back into work mode, returning to my part-time 
PhD studies at Manchester University and have now started a new career at Different 
Strokes.  At present I am working in the office at Milton Keynes, using my financial skills.  I 
manage the numeracy side of my job and, although I am not confident in speaking on the 
phone yet, being in the office is very beneficial as my speech is improving more each day. 

For more info about Jerry’s academic career, visit http://www.ccsr.ac.uk/staff/jj.htm 

Different Strokes
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Different Strokes was established in 1996 by younger stroke survivors for younger 
stroke survivors. 

Different Strokes aims to enable younger stroke survivors to optimise their physical 
and psychological recovery, take control of their own lives, regain as much independ-
ence as possible and move on to live a full, active and fulfilled life. 
 

Contact us: 

Different Strokes, 9 Canon Harnett Court, Wolverton Mill, Milton Keynes 
MK12 5NF 

 

 01908 317618 or 0845 130 7172 

 

 info@differentstrokes.co.uk 
 

Website: www.differentstrokes.co.uk—please visit our message board to make 
contact with other members, offer advice and share tips and strategies for coping 
and maximising recovery.  Also visit the website to find details of our local groups 
and download copies of our information pack 

join the Different Strokes group on http://www.facebook.com to make 
online friends and share experiences  

Exercise Classes: to find your nearest Different Strokes exercise class please con-
tact us or visit www.differentstrokes.co.uk and see the Regional Information section 

Act FAST is back! 
Face, Arms, Speech, Time to call 999… it’s back!   
The phenomenally successful public awareness campaign, which highlights the signs of stroke 
and the need to treat it as a medical emergency, is back on television screens in England and 
Wales from mid November. 
In February 2009 the Department of Health launched a three-year campaign to promote public 
and health care professional’s awareness of the signs of stroke and the need for emergency 
action.  Results show exceptionally high awareness of the campaign after the first burst of activ-
ity earlier this year, and a significant improvement in the public’s ability to spots signs of stroke.  
The campaign reached 82% of the population of England and Wales, with 9 out of 10 people 
reporting that they were motivated by the campaign and had a better understanding of the signs 
of stroke.  
The campaign has also resulted in stroke now correctly being perceived as the greatest 
cause of longstanding illness and disability in England, rather than the 3rd ranked cause! 


